
 
MBA Design and Display Products 
mila-wall® Features and Benefits 
 
MBA Design and Display Products was established in 1975 and incorporated in the U.S. in 1987.  As a 
result of providing quality driven products and dedicated service for many years to the museum and art 
gallery communities, as well as to art fair organizers, MBA has become a trusted and valued partner to 
our customers who are seeking solutions for creating demountable, site assembled, temporary partition 
wall panels.   
 
Our mila-wall® modular wall panels offer design flexibility and quality standards that are unsurpassed in 
our industry and are truly known and referenced as the standard solution and top choice of the museum 
community, as referenced by over 1200 - mila-wall®  installations worldwide (over 400 - of these 
institutions located in the U.S. including The Smithsonian and The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 
York).  With no exposed hardware, options to incorporate electrical wire management into wall panels, 
availability of lighting sources, leveling feet, and a wide range of diversified hardware that is compatible 
with all past, present, and for future product offerings,  mila-wall® offers a great amount of functional 
features and benefits. 
 
In addition to the elegant appearance, high quality standards, and technical benefits, the following are just 
a few of the cost saving and long-term benefits that will be realized by purchasing mila-wall®.  
 
#1. Installation & Dismantling Efficiencies:   

mila-wall® only requires two (2) people to install.  mila-wall® assembles and dismantles quickly 
which reduces the amount of “dark time” in gallery or changing exhibition spaces. 

 
#2. User-Friendly Wall Technology: 
 You do not need experienced laborers/carpenters to install a mila-wall® exhibition.   

mila-wall® will reduce labor costs and eliminate the need for outside contractors. 
mila-wall® is TUV certified for exceptional Safety, Stability, and Security. 

 
#3. Storage Efficiencies: 
 Since mila-wall® is only 40mm (1.57”) thick and breaks down into smaller manageable panel  
             sections, it can be stored in small, compact spaces.  Even monolithic mila-wall® structures (made  
             up of spaced apart, double wall sections with end cap panels creating a larger, architectural foot  
             prints) dismantle easily and can be stored easily.  Rolling storage carts are available and  
             assist in handling as well as contributing to storage efficiencies. 
 
#4. Paintable and Removable Panel Finishes: 
 The panels can be painted over and over using a standard acrylic latex paint. 
 After several years of painting the walls, MBA vinyl surface coverings can be removed and 
             replaced easily to establish a new clean surface which can then be repainted or used as is in  
             150 – available colors. 
 
#5. Nailable Interiors / Double Honeycomb Interior / Adjustable Leveling Feet: 

The inner core supports 44 pounds per nail or screw.  The dense honeycomb makes the wall 
modules lightweight.  Adjustable leveling feet on each module allow the structures to adapt to 
uneven floor conditions and make the structures extremely stable.  Holes are easily repaired 
using standard wood fillers. 
  

 
 


